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Banteay (ប�� យ) eCRM & Billing Cloud System



Enterprise Billing & CRM with a clean and modern design will make
you seem more professional with a convenient functionality and

interface and modes.

Banteay eCRM & Billing Cloud System

Banteay   (ប�� យ) is the name of our Enterprise Billing and CRM system. Banteay
Billing & CRM is a cloud billing and customer relationship management system

that is ideal for well almost any company, startup, or a variety of other uses.
Banteay Billing & CRM's clean and modern design may make you seem more

professional to your satisfied customers while also improving company
effectiveness. We have many available integration modules as well as external

Rest API integration.

eCRM & Billing Cloud System



ប�� យ (Banteay) គឺ�េ�� ះៃន�បព័ន��គប់�គងអតិថិជន និងទូ�ត់វ �ក�យប�ត�� តធំ និង ស�ង់�របស់េយីង។ ប�� យ Billing
និង CRM គឺ��បព័ន�ទូ�ត់វ �ក�យប�តែដលេធ�ី�បតិបត�ិ�រ�មរយះបេច�កវ �ទ�ពពកនិងទំ�ក់ទំនងអតិថិជនែដលល�បំផុតស��ប់
�ក �មហ៊នុេស�ីរែត�ងំអស់ �នស��ប់  �រ�ប់េផ�ីម�ជីវកម� �� តតូច ធំ �ពិេសសស��ប់សហ�គិនដូច�អ�កឬ។

�ររច��� តនិងទំេនីបរបស់ Banteay Billing and eCRM �ចេធ�ីឱ�អ�កេ�បី��ស់�ក់ដូច��នជំ�ញវ��� ជីវៈចំេ�ះ
អតិថិជនែដលេពញចិត�របស់អ�កខណៈេពលែដលេធ�ីេ�យ�បសិទ��ព�ក �មហ៊នុ�ន់ែត�បេសីរេឡងី។េយីង�នមូ៉ឌុល (Modules)
េធ�ីស�ហរណកម� (Integration) ែដល�ចេ�បី�នក៏ដូច��ររមួប��ូល�មួយមុខ�រ�ងេ��េផ�ងៗេទ�ត�មរយះ API ។

អំពីកម�វ�ធីេយើង

ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)

Banteay   (ប�� យ) is the name of our Enterprise Billing and CRM system. Banteay Billing & CRM is
a cloud billing and customer relationship management system that is ideal for well almost any
company, startup, or a variety of other uses. Banteay Billing & CRM's clean and modern design
may make you seem more professional to your satisfied customers while also improving
company effectiveness. We have many available integration modules as well as external Rest API
integration.

Keeping information up to date as a business owner aids in understanding the business of
company. Understanding how to read a profit and loss statement and a cash flows can help you
monitor the health of your business. You'll be able to quickly determine which of your services
and products make you the most profit and which are your better. It will also assist you in
tracking and analyzing your expenses. 



អំពីមុខ�រកម�វ�ធី�គប់�គង

Take your performance to the next level.

ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)

Come with a great full

eCRM offers a lots of features that are designed to
suit to a wide range of uses. It come with a
wonderful designed for attractive utilization and easy
company growth.

Powerful Functions

With the powerful Project Management
Feature, you can manage and invoice projects.
Stay organized by connecting tasks to many
eCRM features.



អំពីមុខ�រសំ�ន់ៗរបស់�បព័ន��គប់�គង

Take your performance to the next level.

ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)

Build Professional with Billing
Build professional proposals, estimates, and
invoices with automated recurring, reminder,
and tracking.

Facebook Leads synchronization

A module that allows you to sync your Facebook
Leads via the eCRM page's forms with your
Banteay eCRM Leads.

CRM - Lead Manager

Keep track of all leads in one spot so you can
quickly track its progress. Auto-import leads
from email, add notes, and generate proposals.
Organize your leads into stages and quickly
switch between them with drag and drop.

Sales Commission Program

Easily access contact information of all
employees which are stored in this great HR
system



អំពីមុខ�រសំ�ន់ៗរបស់�បព័ន��គប់�គង

Take your performance to the next level.

ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)

Smart Project Management
Great Project Management Tool, with a smooth
and smart function and a handful of features.
The staff member will be able to track the task's
progress without gaining access to the project.

Account and Finance Module

Finance is systematically recording, measuring,
and communicating information about financial
transactions

Powerful Support Functions

A powerful support system with the ability to
auto-import tickets. very prompt response with
an outstanding user interface

Alerts Message to Telegram

Comes with a great feature that is completely
built and integrated with Telegram to make it
easier for you to obtain messages quickly.



The powerful Project Management Feature allows you to manage and
invoice projects.
Stay organized by linking tasks to various eCRM features.
Create professional-looking estimates and invoices.
A powerful support system with the option to auto-import tickets.
Keep track of the time you spend on projects and bill your clients. 
The ability to allocate several staff members to a job and track timers for
each assigned staff member.
Even if the staff person is not a project member, add task followers. The
staff member will be able to monitor the task's progress without gaining
access to the project.
Keep track of all leads in one spot so you can quickly track their progress.
Auto-import leads from email, add notes, and generate proposals. Organize
your leads into stages and easily switch between them with drag and drop.
Increase sales by creating attractive proposals for leads or clients.
Keep track of your company/project costs, as well as the ability to charge
your customers and automatically convert to invoices.
With a powerful CRM, you can learn more about your customers.
Using the built-in Surveys, you can increase client retention.
Use the Goals Tracking tool to keep track of your sales targets.
Make announcements for your employees and clients.
Contracts can be used to lock in existing and future sales.
Custom fields may be used to hold additional information for customers,
leads, and other entities.
Based on employee permissions, a great looking calendar for each staff
member.
Follow-ups, reports, notes, files, and many more features are available.

Customer Management is key, and Banteay
eCRM can helps you in lots of ways:

ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)



ទំ�ក់ទំនង 017728858 / 010855276 (Telegram/WhatApp)

Build with love! at Nokor Technologies

Build your business with us, make your company better!

ទំ�ក់ទំនង
Tel: +85517728858/010855276 (Telegram/Whatapp)
Email: sales@nokor-tech.com www.nokor-tech.com

Nokor Technologies
A Professional IT Solutions and Communication Technology

Providing Company.


